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Tarnished is a fantasy action RPG that lives in the Lands Between. FEATURES: 1. A Unique Fantasy Experience Featuring a clear, unique fantasy setting, a high-quality graphics engine, and an original control system, the game is a thrilling action RPG. 2. The Story of a Youth from the
Lands Between Set in the Lands Between, the place where places are only defined by the chains that bind them, Tarnished's story begins when an exiled young man sets out from the land of the humans for the land of the Elves. 3. Adventure Awaits You As the story of a youth from the
Lands Between unfolds, the boy begins to encounter the beings and entities that inhabit the Lands Between. And with the power of the Elden Ring, the power of the Divine, or the strength of his own ability, he is able to enter into conflict with these beings and entities to realize his
dreams. 4. Battle Worlds with Beautiful Graphics As you explore the Lands Between and travel through a vast world, you will encounter many different environments and characters. In addition to rich graphics that fully take advantage of the Unreal Engine 4, the battle environment,
along with the character's appearance, is wonderfully detailed. For more information please visit: www.elvenringgame.com English Twogether Studio Tarnished | 9.2 GBThe last-gasp siege of the rearguard by the dictators in Equatorial Guinea has dragged on for far too long. If the
people’s will prevails and the government returns to power, the outcome is not pretty. All it will take is for the neighbouring states to renew their economic and diplomatic support. African Union sanctions and isolation could then be lifted, and despite the tremendous costs and losses in
blood of the last two decades, people will have only good things to say about the military coup in January 2017 that overthrew the regime of Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo. The People’s Redemption Front (FRP) – composed of the rank-and-file soldiers, militia men and people’s
militias – seized power in the capital, Malabo, and proclaimed a new democratic constitution. The military had to go after all, as the president had bought off (with money from the Swiss banks and the international oil cartel) his top generals and thousands of police and soldiers.

Features Key:
A massive game world Three stages: the Fields between the Towers, the Dungeon between the Ground and the Sky, and the Dark Mansion. Follow the Story of three heroes on a journey to destroy Xaflantas.
A rich battle system Develop your character, and combine your weapons to create your own legendary weapon.
Heroism A new battle system that requires you to strategically plan your moves to unleash your full potential.
Action-RPG progress system As a link to the network, the Fantasy Hero Quest, which is a story mode that allows you to progress through quests and enjoy a rich and amusing story.
Hero Quest Story When you play Hero Quest Story, you control the hero avatar Zale as it fights against the enemy army, and want to complete main events to help it reach the next stage.
Online Play Connect with your friends in another world to travel together, and receive in-game gifts and achievements, and participate in a party that contains more than 20 people.
Create and join party rooms with up to 20 players
Broadcast Game Shows
Game Center Sharing A new sharing function where you can see your friends’ games and stats on the Game Center.
Steam Achievements
Routing Support
Scheduled game update
Phone/Tablet Support*
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